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Instructions

1) e$rry eqaal marks.

2) the questions.
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Q! Solve any five of the following:
a) Define strike under Industrial

b)

c)
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List the approaches of emp

What is the meaning of
Describe the
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1947?
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Define the term'Factories' under Factories Act
Name three common items specified in proces

Q2) Solve any two of the following:

a) Explain in detail- Human Relations

S

b) Comment on the Provision-
Factories Act, 1948.

with wages under The
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c) Summarize licensing of contractors under the contract labour
(Regulation and Abolition) Act,1 97A?
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Q3) a) Can a women claim the maternity benefit from her employer if she
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b) "India has founder members of the ILO and has been

taking advi deliberations". Explain the statement with
impact of Organization. t10l
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works elsewhere during the
to make herself absent under
statement with the
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of Unfair Labour Practices Act I IlOIt97l
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alternative grievance procedure

grlevance Do you think it
intranet? Suggest an

business organization.
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